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FIBER ARTS MONTH

Karen Hampton, ‘Spirits Cry’, 2000 on display at UMass Dartmouth, College of Visual and
Performing Arts, March 8-April 4, 2017. [COURTESY PHOTO]

Women, Art and Fibers: Contemporary Responses to
Abolition and the Journey North
When: March 8-April 7
Where: University Gallery, UMass Dartmouth College of Visual and Performing
Arts, 285 Old Westport Rd.
Women, Art and Fibers: Contemporary Responses to Abolition and Journey North
is a contemporary ﬁber arts exhibition that highlights works inﬂuenced or linked
to the slave trade between New England and the South. Stories of slavery have left
traces on the work of these artists who stand in solidarity with the philosophies of
Black Lives Matter.
The exhibition is held in conjunction with International Women’s Month and Fiber
Arts Month. Laurie Carlson Steger and Dr. Memory Holloway are guest curators.
Opening Reception: March 8, 4-6 p.m. Round Table Discussion: March 8, 5 p.m.
held in the University Art Gallery (upper gallery). For more information contact:
Laurie Carlson Steger, email: lauriesteger11@gmail.com.

Southeastern Mass Fiber & Textile Roundtable will discuss the area’s advantage of existing
textile processing infrastructure on March 7 in New Bedford. [COURTESY PHOTO]

Discuss the importance of ﬁber production
When: March 7, 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Where: Joseph Abboud Manufacturing Corporation, 689 Belleville Ave, New Bedford
Southeastern Mass Fiber Roundtable invites you to join in a roundtable conversation designed to gain a better understanding of the range of local ﬁber resources,
explore the extent of local processing capabilities, examine opportunities to collaborate in expanding our local ﬁber market, identify barriers, needs, and key next steps.
Fiber production, both animal- and plant-based, is a potentially signiﬁcant but overlooked part of our regional agricultural system, and Southeastern Massachusetts and
Rhode Island have the advantage of existing textile processing infrastructure. Local,
sustainable ﬁber and textile production offers signiﬁcant potential for economic
development that leverages our region’s textile heritage and growing consumer
awareness.

Register at www.semaponline.org.

Hanging By A Thread:
Needle Art of Salley Mavor

Dyeing to Wear it: Create
your own wearable art

Create your own wearable art at this workshop on
March 11 at Travessia Urban Winery in New Bedford.
[COURTESY PHOTO]

When: March 11 from 3 p.m.-6 p.m.
Where: Travessia Urban Winery, 760
Purchase St., New Bedford
Admission: $45
This workshop, led by artist
Rhonda M Fazio, will focus on the
design and function of the classic
silk scarf. Each design will be its own
unique and beautiful piece of wearable art made entirely by you. Each
color is hand crafted from natural,
raw materials and extracted without
the use of harmful chemicals. All
materials included.
Create your own wearable art and
enjoy a complimentary glass of wine
of your choice from Travessia.

Hanging By A Thread: Needle Art of Salley Mavor.
Opening reception March 9 at Gallery 65 On William in
New Bedford. [COURTESY PHOTO]

When: Opening reception March 9,
5 p.m.-8 p.m.
Where: Gallery 65 on William, 65
William St, New Bedford
“A needle is my tool, thread is my
medium and stitches are my mark,”
says Salley Mavor. “With ﬁber art,
much attention is paid to materials
and techniques, as well as the labor
intensive process. My intention is to
make works of art that transcend the
amount of time invested, as well as
the methods and skill employed in
the expression. In this regard, I am
more comfortable being identiﬁed
as an illustrator who conveys stories
through stitching.”
Gallery hours are Tuesday-Saturday, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.

WHAT’S INSIDE
ON THE COVER: Jamie Uretski, exhibition manager at the New Bedford Art Museum/Artworks!, works on completing the Excellence in Fibers show at the downtown museum. In the foreground, a felted wool piece entitled Color
Meditation, by Anna Kristina Goransson, is one of the art pieces on display. [PETER PEREIRA/THE STANDARD-TIMES/SCMG]
A young gil, a “tyer-in” comes from her position behind the rack and helps the warper in the King Philip Spool and
Warping Department. [COURTESY SPINNER PUBLICATIONS]

CONTACT US

Linda Roy and Jerry Boggs | coastin@s-t.com | 508-979-4440

SHARE YOUR EVENT: We’ll be happy to list your event in
Coastin’. Email notices to calendar@s-t.com, or mail to
Coastin’, The Standard-Times, 25 Elm St., New Bedford
MA 02740-6228. Alternatively, you may create a sign-on
and submit items to our online calendar at www.southcoasttoday.eviesays.com

Leslie Magalios, advertising director | lmagalios@s-t.com | 508-979-4360
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Coastin’ joins
the Fiber
Month frenzy
By Jerry Boggs
jboggs@s-t.com

This is a takeover.
In honor of New Bedford’s ﬁfth
annual Fiber Month celebration,
Coastin’ has been taken over by
all things ﬁber.
To make room for all that’s
going on, we’ve increased the
number of pages in today’s
edition and moved some of our
regular features.
Dine Out — Dan Medeiros
writing about the jaw dropping
(and jaw-stretching) offerings at
Chomp in Warren, Rhode Island)
was published in the StandardTimes Food section on Tuesday.
If you missed it, please visit
SouthCoastToday.com/Coastin
to check it out.
Our usual listings of community events are also online at
SouthCoastToday.com/Coastin.
In this special Fiber Month
takeover edition, we look to
examine New Bedford’s role
in our nation’s textile production a century ago and its role
in today’s ﬁber art community.
Noelle Foye, executive director
of the New Bedford Art Museum/
ArtWorks!, also talks about ﬁber
art’s ability to bring together
a community in Lauren Daley’s
overview of the movement.
This edition also pays tribute
to two SouthCoast ﬁber art
legends, Michael and Judith
James. The museum is opening
an exhibit of Judith’s work this
weekend and Michael is offering
a lecture immediately before the
exhibit reception at the CVPA
Star Store. Don’t miss the essay
on art, poetry on caregiving on
page 9, and Fall River Herald
News Lifestyle Editor Linda Murphy’s biography of the late Judth
James on page 8.
We are also including a
rundown of some of the Fiber
Month events and, along with
Don Wilkinson’s reviews of some
of the exhibits, and much more.
And ﬁnally, to link the
common threads between New
Bedford’s textile history and
ﬁber art present (and future)
Peggi Medeiros writes about the
history of New Bedford’s iconic
mills and a pair of ﬁber art pioneers from the Swain School.
Thank you for reading.

LAUREN DALEY

New Bedford
celebrates 5th
annual Fiber Month
es, we had whaling
— but New Bedford
has another proud
heritage industry:
Textile mills.
The old red brick buildings you pass were, once
upon a time, the pinnacle
of production, akin, in a
way, to what Silicon Valley
is today for Apple, Google,
Facebook and the like.
More than a century ago,
textiles were a big business, and like Fall River and
Lowell, New Bedford was a
major player. At our height,
we had dozens of mills, whirring away, manned by tens
of thousands of workers,
mostly immigrants.
“We are a city with a proud
history of textiles. We’re
often identified with whaling,
[but] people forget that textile mills were another huge
and important chapter that
shaped New Bedford,” said
Noelle Foye, executive director of the New Bedford Art
Museum/ArtWorks!, who
helped found Fiber Month in
New Bedford five years ago.
“It’s fitting to celebrate
fiber arts here. And there are
so many wonderful fiber artists here,” said Foye.
Held each March for the last
half decade, Fiber Month celebrates the art of textiles in all
its forms — quilting, knitting,

Y

New Bedford Art Museum/Artworks! visitors chat near “The Nigerian Riot Girl,” a semi-elegant primarily black
dress, made from materials including feathers, goat fur and porcupine quills, by Jacky M. Puzey. Art writer
Don Wilkinson describes it as a visceral (and fashionable) response to the kidnapping of the Chibok girls by
Boko Haram in Nigeria. It is emblazoned with the demand to “Bring Back Our Girls.” It is part of the Excellence
in Fibers show. [PHOTO BY DAVID W. OLIVEIRA/STANDARD-TIMES SPECIAL/SCMG]

tapestries, weavings, carpets,
vessel forms, basketry, sculpture, wearable artworks, and
that colorful crowd-pleaser,
yarn-bombing.
And if you don’t know
yarn-bombing is, Google
image it. Your mind will be
blown. It’s like something
out of Dr. Seuss.
Essentially, it’s public art,
using knitted or crocheted
yarn instead of spray paint
or chalk. Fiber artists create
colorful installations in unexpected places — often sterile
areas like parking garages, a
bike rack or parking meter.

Aside from those public
displays that pack a muchneeded punch of color,
downtown’s galleries and
museum also host events
and exhibits throughout the
month.
AHA! also gets involved,
with their March 9 theme
being “All Sewn Up.”
“NBAM/ArtWorks! has
worked with Acorn — developers of some of the old mill
properties in New Bedford
and a Fiber Month sponsor
— to create a mini-display
of artifacts from the textile
industry here on display,”

said Foye.
Fiber Month began as a
means to gather the community together and brighten
a drab winter landscape in
downtown New Bedford,
Foye said.
At the time, ArtWorks! was
featuring an exhibition by
fiber artists “and thought it
would be fun to play off New
Bedford’s history as a textile
city and create a contemporary response to fiber in the
downtown. Fiber Month was
born,” Foye wrote in a release.
SEE COMMUNITY, H4
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An exhibit of works by Judith James is opening this weekend. [COURTESY PHOTO]

Sandra Barsoian and Dr. Kathy Marzilli Miraglia look over the art work during the Excellence in Fibers show held at
the New Bedford Art Museum/Artwork! [DAVID W. OLIVEIRA/STANDARD-TIMES SPECIAL/SCMG]

In this 2014 file photo, UMASS Dartmouth textile design and fiber arts
student Kelsey Thornton decorates the iconic whaleman statue in front of
the New Bedford central library building in downtown New Bedford with a
variety of yarn projects donated by members of the community as part of a
‘yarn bombing’ campaign. [PETER PEREIRA/THE STANDARD-TIMES]

COMMUNITY

Klein, TL6 Gallery, and NBAM
has “two major fiber shows up
From Page H3
and is hosting talks, workshops
and panel discussions with fiber
ArtWorks! invited local
artists.”
galleries, organizations, and
UMass-Dartmouth’s CVPA
students from UMD’s College
hosts “a creative visual experiof Visual and Performing Arts to ence of fiber art,” Foye said,
help create a focus on textiles.
while downtown businesses are
Ultimately more than 60 indialso getting involved.
viduals, galleries, businesses
The New Bedford Whaling
and institutions took part that
National Historical Park will
first year, she noted.
screen a film about weaving
As for how it’s grown?
on AHA! night, and the New
Because of its community
Bedford Free Public Library,
nature, it’s hard to put nummeanwhile, plans a knit-in.
bers on it, but Foye said she’s
Foye said her favorite aspect
seen Fiber Month “become part of Fiber Month is “the way it
of the culture of the neighgathers community.”
borhood… We’ve become
“Grandmothers, teens,
established.
people on the street — lots of
“Even though we hadn’t yet
people who never saw themdone any publicity, I had some- selves as artists, are now helping
one drop off bag of knitting at
to make public art and suddenly
the front desk ”for the yarn
realize they are making art; they
bombing.” People look for Fiber are artists,” she said.
Month now,“ she said.
“My favorite memory was
This year’s participating
the very first year when we had
galleries include Gallery 65 on
people contribute material for
William, Alison Wells, Judith
yarn-bombing the ArtWorks!

Nicole Benner’s “Comfort /Confine,” a dress of copper colored yarn
stands out in the Excellence in Fibers show at the New Bedford Art Museum/
Artworks on Pleasant St. [DAVID W. OLIVEIRA/STANDARD-TIMES SPECIAL/SCMG]

building,” she said. There was
a group of four older women
who all came together on AHA!
night and stood in the middle
of Acushnet Ave and stopped
traffic so they could look up and
find the pieces they’d made.
They were so excited that they
had helped make a piece of
public art.”
This year, the public is invited

to create “hula hoop weavings”
in front of NBAM on Pleasant
Street.
People can stop to add some
weaving to the hula hoop looms
set out on the sidewalk all
month. When the weaving is
complete, it will be displayed at
the museum.
As for why is it important to
hold an arts event like this in the

city?
“It’s unifying and it makes
connections. People don’t
always think they know enough
about understand painting
or sculpture to understand
and appreciate it, but there’s
something about fiber — maybe
because we’re wrapped in it
from birth for protection and
comfort or because we wear it
and use it everyday,” said it.
Fiber seems “accessible at a
very basic level. Pretty much
everyone had someone in their
family who sewed, who knit,
who made things of fabric,”
she added. “Besides, in a rather
bleak New England winter, it’s
flashes of color that give us all
hope.”
For more information call
508-961-3072 or visit
www.NewBedfordArt.org.
— Lauren Daley is a freelance
writer. Contact her at ldaley33@
gmail.com. She tweets @lauren
daley1. Read more at www.face
book.com/daley.writer.
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ART BEAT

Fiber Month brings out the

UTILITARIAN

AND THE CONTEMPLATIVE
“ A time to gain, a time to lose, a time to rend, a time to sew…”

— The Byrds

Untitled work by Diane Savona

DON WILKINSON

O

riginating in 2013 at
Artworks! — in its
previous space on
Acushnet Avenue prior to its
merger with the New Bedford
Art Museum — Fiber Month
has become a March tradition as sure as setting ahead
the clocks and shamrock
decorations in the elementary
schools.
Fiber Month is celebrated
with a series of events,
lectures and art exhibitions
throughout the community.
This year’s participants
include the New Bedford
Art Museum / Artworks!
(NBAMAW), the CVPA
Campus Gallery at the University of Massachusetts’
North Dartmouth campus, the
Judith Klein Art Gallery and
the TL6 Gallery.
In her namesake gallery,
Alison Wells hosts a quartet
of artists, all deeply engaged
with making works utilizing
fabric in some manner, ranging from the utilitarian to the
purely contemplative.
Priscilla Carrion presents work of both sorts. Her
contemplative nature is on
display with the exhibition of
four small botanical “portraits,” wispy and delicate
images of ghost plants, which
survive and prosper in harsh
conditions on the forest
floor. She imbues them with
soul and sensitivity through

Gown by Carissa Frazier

anthropomorphization, giving
them human eyes.
Her bed-sized quilt adapts
some of the same colors
(indigo and a restrained
white) utilized in her ghost
plant works, albeit in a more
traditional manner. Appliquéd
triangles of ecru and brown
add a smart geometry, a thin
border of lavender finishes it.
Carlissa Frazier, a Fall
River-based fashion designer,
presents a luminous sleeveless
gown, made from Thailandese
embroidered floral lace and
satin the color of apricot flesh.
It is elegantly over-the-top
and would only likely be worn
by a bridesmaid or an awards
show attendee. The beauty
of the utilitarian is in its use
and one would ultimately
need to see the right woman
in the gown to know its full
potential.

Untitled work by Priscilla Carrion

Diane Savona exhibits a
collection of 6-inch square
tablets in a series called “this
too shall pass.” The tablets
are presented in sets of four
or eight, mounted to a black
background material, or hung
singly directly on the wall.
Savona disassembles technological devices such rotary
telephones, electrical cords
and typewriters, and other
objects (buttons, a pencil, a
slide rule) and then sews them
tightly under vintage cloth.
The effect is a kind of faux
fossilization. The earthtone
fabrics that she uses include
moss green, rust, terra cotta
and oxblood, and there is the
implication that our devices
and tools will fade away into
nothingness in time.
In the window of the gallery,
Amy Grace Oliveira displays a
macrame installation.

“Cover Up” by Salley Mavor

Down the street at Gallery 65 on William, renowned
fabric artist, illustrator and
children’s book author Salley
Mavor (of Wee Folk Studio
fame) is exhibiting five large
works, all hand embroidered
bas-relief, handsomely
framed and displayed under
glass.

One of the fabric constructions is a lovely and idyllic
rendition of a gathering of
birds. The amatuer ornithologist will take note of the crow,
the nuthatch, the blackthroated green warbler and
other avian life.
But Mavor also has a streak
of political commentary and
social justice emanating from
work. Her “COVER UP” is
an assemblage of tiny female
heads, made from small
wooden spheres, none bigger
than a small grape. They
represent a large range of
races, ethnicities and religions
and all have something in
common.
They are literally covered
up; covered up by the Muslim
woman’s hijab or the Catholic
nun’s habit, by geisha girl’s
makeup or by the bride’s veil;
by the starlet’s sunglasses
or the Amish farm-wife’s
bonnet. They are covered up
by religion, by social expectation, by tradition, by fear,
by fathers, brothers and
husbands.
And Mavor also displays
“DISPLACED,” a work
about refugees and the crisis
surrounding them, which
increasingly becomes a universal theme.
“Fibers Month” is on
display at the Alison Wells
Fine Art Gallery, 106 William
Street until March 25.
“Hanging by a Thread:
Needle Art of Salley Mavor”
is on display at Gallery 65 on
William, 65 William Street
until April 1.
— Don Wilkinson is an art
writer and critic living in New
Bedford. Contact him at don.
wilkinson@gmail.com.
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Two artists who helped shape fabric community
By Peggi Medeiros
Contributing Writer

On July 24, 1985, fiber as
both art and fine craft arrived
in New Bedford.
Boston University’s Program
in Artisanry transferred to
the Swain School of Design. It
was one of the finest programs
in the nation and contained
departments in Ceramics,
Fiber, Metals and Wood.
Barbara Eckhardt, a young
weaver originally from Iowa,
and Barbara Goldberg, a shibori
artist, nurtured their students
in ways that still reverberate
today.
They were considered major
fiber artists and their work
was shown nationally and
internationally.
After her too-early death at
40, the University of Massachusetts at Dartmouth
presented, Barbara Eckhardt:
Poetic Space a retrospective
exhibition and catalog of her
work.
The Standard-Times’
Joanna McQuillan Weeks, on

Looming
project

C

aptain Derek
Belong of the
New Bedford
Police Department is the
first to try out weaving
on the hula hoop looms
in front of New Bedford
Art Museum/ArtWorks!
Joining him is Museum
Director Noelle Foye.
The museum staff hopes
passers-by will stop and
weave a little, helping to
create pieces of public
art. The museum is at
608 Pleasant St. in New
Bedford. [COURTESY PHOTO]

Barbara Eckhardt

Barbara Goldberg

September 17, 1998, interviewed Barbara Goldberg.
“She was an innovative
artist who developed a unique
way of working with imagery
in woven textiles, We were
colleagues for 15 years ... and
worked together in great
harmony for all those years,”
Weeks wrote. “She was helping young people learn and
making things that gave people
joy ... and she had a marvelous
sense of humor.”
A graduate of the Cranbrook
Academy of Art, Barbara Ann
Eckhardt worked on a 16-harness wooden loam. Her large
wall hangings echo classic

tapestries reimagined for the
twentieth century.
Her work is full of stylized birds, vines, gardens and
homes. Before beginning a
work she always created a full
size paper mock up of the piece
to come. These drawing are as
magical as the completed work.
As the dedication in the catalog notes: “Her joy in living and
phenomenal enthusiasm are
woven into her work.”
Barbara B. Goldberg continued teaching at the University
of Massachusetts at Dartmouth
after the merger of Swain
School. She retired in 2002. In
2004 her colleague and fellow

fiber artist Professor Marjorie Durko Puryear curated A
Textile Legacy Celebrating
Barbara B. Goldberg, Artist and
Teacher at the New Bedford
Museum.
Professor Puryear told the
Standard-Times, “As textile
artists, we like to celebrate our
range and suitability of textile
to its use. We are surrounded
by textiles from birth to death.
Important life ceremonies
involve textiles. A wedding
dress. A christening garment.
Our memories involve textiles,
like the flapping of fabric hanging on a clothesline. A teddy
bear is made with textiles.”
Barbara Goldberg’s shibori
work used dyes and patterning to create extraordinary
patterns primarily in blue and
white. She made the ancient
Japanese technique of resist
dying shine.
Professor Goldberg died
on July 2, 2016 at her home in
Brookline. Her work like Barbara Eckhardt’s can be found in
museums across the country.
Both artists were

extraordinarily proud of their
students and frequently exhibited with them.
The former Nemasket Gallery’s first major exhibition
and catalog Offshoots – Art in
Textile Media featured along
with their own work nineteen
students and alumni. Works by
eighteen of her former students
were included in Barbara Goldberg’s Art Museum exhibition.
The effect that Barbara
Eckhardt and Barbara Goldberg
had on New Bedford continues today. Textile as art rather
than mill-produced goods
have became firmly a part of
the city’s legacy. The mills are
gone, however, in 2017 New
Bedford is a city fueled by art.
As Barbara Eckhardt wrote,
“The study of art is about personal expression, and it is also
a direct reflection of the times
we live in. But looking into the
past we are at the same time
learning about the present, as
we are always interpreting the
past with a modern eye.”
Creating art can also reshape
a city.
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AHA! Celebrates “All Sewn Up” on March 9
NEW BEDFORD — Everyone is invited to celebrate New
Bedford’s rich textile history,
our current love affair with
the textile medium — and the
colorful tapestry of our unique
city by the sea — on March 9,
when the theme is “All Sewn
Up” at AHA!
AHA! (Arts, History and
Architecture!) is a FREE family-friendly event held rain or
shine on the second Thursday
of each month from 5 to 9 p.m.
in historic downtown New
Bedford.
Here’s just a sample of the
night’s events, sponsored by
Joseph Abboud. For a full list
of events, visit ahanewbedford.org.
■ Experience fiber in all its
art forms at “Excellence in
Fibers,” presented by Fiber
Art Now, at New Bedford Art
Museum/Artworks!
■ You’re invited to the opening reception for “Hanging by
a Thread: Needle Art of Salley
Mavor,” at Gallery 65.
■ Hit up the opening

reception for “Fibers Month in
New Bedford” at Alison Wells
Art Gallery with live music by
Cedric Josey.
■ See the Quaker Clothing
Exhibit at the Rotch-JonesDuff House & Garden Museum.
■ You can’t get All Sewn Up
without the fabric. The New
Bedford Whaling National
Historical Park screens films
about weaving.
■ TL6 the Gallery celebrates
Fiber Month with seamstress
Jocelyn Souto, who will showcase her work.
■ Head to the Opening
Reception for a new Fiber Art
Exhibit at Judith Klein Art
Studio in the South End.
■ The Cummings Building Artist Studios hosts a
night of animation, poetry
and art, with a lineup including “Threads That Connect
Us” collaborative poem to be
written one line at a time by
each willing visitor. Plus an
open mic poetry night and
The Lightbox Collaborative
Animation Project.

In other AHA!
awesomeness…
■ Have a doggone good time
at the Buzzards Bay Coalition’s Learning Center as their
responsible dog-walking campaign promotes safe and clean
dog walking on public lands.
Plus a documentary about
the power of the dog-human
relationship.
■ New Bedford Fishing Heritage Center presents “Good
Luck, Bad Luck: Superstitions at Sea,” featuring
fishermen and sailors sharing superstitions and stories
with the public. And let them
eat cake… to celebrate the
123rd anniversary of Schooner Ernestina-Morrisey’s
first trip! Co-hosted by the
Schooner Ernestina-Morrissey
Association.
■ Kids can head to the New
Bedford Whaling Museum to
make crafts, explore the Casa
dos Botes Discovery Center
and see Friends Academy’s
Wax Museum.

■ In this political climate, the
New Bedford Public Library
has a few timely exhibits,
including:
“Freedom of the Press: The
William L. Sayer Collection.”
New Bedford journalist William L. Sayer (1848-1914)
amassed a collection books,
pamphlets and scrapbooks on
newspapers, censorship and
freedom of the press. Highlights on display.
“Democracy and the Media
in the Age of Alternative
Facts.” Standard-Times editor
Jack Spillane will discuss how
the concept of “fake news” has
affected news organizations.
■ Students present their
work at the Global Learning
Charter Public School. The
school’s jazz band will perform, and light refreshments
served.
■ BCC New Bedford presents T’s Against Violence.
The Clothesline Project was
started on Cape Cod to address
the issue of violence against
women. Those affected by

violence express their emotions
by decorating a shirt. They then
hang the shirt on a clothesline
as testimony to the problem of
violence against women.

Love music? AHA!’s
got you covered:
■ Gallery X hosts a New Bedford Symphony Orchestra mini
show.
■ Pilgrim UCC hosts The
Friends Academy “Band of
Friends”.
■ The Monteirobots bring
live jazz to the Cork Dining
Room.
■ Café Arpeggio hosts Dave
Conlon and Matt Smith on
guitar and mandolin two-part
harmony followed by Open
Mic.
■ Celebrate Women’s History Month with 50 percent
off books written by women
at Subtext Bookshop.
■ Gallery X hosts an exhibition on “Green,” in all its
forms: from nature, to associations such as food, money,
recycling and envy.

Knot the ’70s anymore as macrame goes millennial
By Rosemary Ponnekanti
The News Tribune

GIG HARBOR, Wash. —
Disco. Mullet hairstyles. Tight
shiny shirts. Some things have
stayed in the 1970s, and deservedly so. But macrame is back in
a big way, thanks to new materials, boho-loving millennials
and creative artists who think
way beyond brown jute owls
and plant hangers.
“People like the boho look,
with lots of plants and things,”
says Mandy Morrison. “I think
that’s why it’s popular right
now.”
A weaver and macrame artist
who sells on Etsy as Paige &
Roy, Morrison’s living and
dining room walls are almost
three-dimensional with textured rope and string, knotted
together on artsy driftwood like
finely sculpted sand dunes.
“My mom did macrame back
in the ’70s,” says Morrison,
who has young children of her
own. “I was weaving for about
three years and using Instagram
a lot for business. I found a lot
of other fiber artists using knots

and macrame.”
In case you were still picturing
those thick, prickly macrame
hangings from the ’70s, millennial macrame is a very different
animal. First, the materials:
forget that brown jute that’s
rough on your hands and sheds
thousands of tiny fibers. Morrison uses packing twine for
smaller, delicate hangings and
three-ply rope for bigger ones.
Either way, it’s 100 percent
cotton, in a calm, creamy ecru
that fits with trendy minimalist
décor and with the 21st-century
passion for the natural, textural
and organic.
One thing that hasn’t changed

since the ’70s is the basic knots.
“The technique is exactly
the same,” says Morrison. “All
the how-to books are from the
’70s.”
Basic macrame starts by cutting strands of string (Morrison
starts with around 4 feet), looping them in half, then looping
them over the horizontal support in a “larks’ head” knot (pull
the free ends under and through
the looped end to the front.)
After you’ve done a few of
these, you can start tying them
together in square knots. More
strands can be looped onto
existing strands in the same
way to use up scraps. Learn

a couple of extra knots (clove
hitch, half-hitch) and you’re on
your way. When you’re ready,
tie off the strands, unwind the
string or rope, and comb out the
ends with a basic hair comb.
Morrison stands to work,
watching Netflix as she does
the hours and hours of looping

and knotting.
“Macrame is very meditative
for me,” explains Morrison. “I
not only love the look of finished work, but the process
itself is calming. On a bigger
scale, I’ve met so many amazing
artists because of macrame, and
they are very inspiring.”
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Exhibit pays tribute to Judith James’ unique vision

“Soundings,” by Judith James [JACK FOLEY/HERALD NEWS]

“Common Ground 2,” by Judith James [JACK FOLEY/HERALD NEWS PHOTO]

Noelle Foye, executive director of the New Bedford Art Museum/ArtWorks! is seen at the Judith James exhibit. [JACK
FOLEY/HERALD NEWS]

By Linda Murphy
The Herald News

Fall River native Judith
Dionne James’s artwork was
inspired by the topography
and grid-patterned landscapes
of the Midwest, the place she
called home in the years she
blossomed as a nationally recognized fiber artist.
In 2015, James’ passed away
at age 66 after being diagnosed
with early onset Alzheimer’s
disease six years earlier, at the
cusp of her burgeoning career
as an artist.
“In Touch: The Expressive
Magic of Judith James,” an

exhibit of James’ work curated
by her husband, Michael
James, is on display at the
New Bedford Art Museum as
part of a month of exhibitions
and events celebrating the fiber
arts in New Bedford.
Another exhibit at the
NBAM, “Excellence in Fiber,”
features the work of innovative
fiber artists selected for Fiber
Art Now magazine’s juried
print exhibition.
“This is just an amazing show,” said Noelle Foye,
executive director of the New
Bedford Art Museum as she
surveyed artwork in the room
devoted to James’ exhibit.

“In her artist statement
when she was showing her
work, James talked about the
squares and square patterns
of the Midwest that are referenced in her work,” added
Foye.
Using natural fabrics such as
silk and linen that were dyed
black, James employed a process called discharge to extract
the dye from the fabric leaving
behind muted earthy tones.
“When you start to pull
colors out you, end up with a
lot of different colors,” said
Foye.
James layered the manipulated fabrics, building

compositions that evoked the
landscapes and natural world
that inspired her.
In an artist statement
describing her work, James
wrote: “Often the foundation
surfaces are delineated by
grids, sometimes wide, sometimes narrow, and these mark
off the surfaces of my works as
pastures and farmland mark off
the rural landscape. Thread
makes its way tentatively
through these fabrics and
these grids, marking pathways
not unlike the meanderings of
grazing stock or random progress of a creek or stream.”
“When you look at it, it’s so
simple, but you think, I could
never have imagined this,” said
Foye.
Before moving to Nebraska

in 2000 to pursue a master’s
degree in textile design at the
University of Nebraska, James
owned the The Fabric Studio in
Swansea. From 2000 to 2010,
James focused on her fiber art.
An obituary for James that ran
in The Herald News in 2015
said her work was “exhibited
in England, France, Switzerland, and South Korea, where
in 2007 her work was included
in a U.S. State Dept. Art in
Embassies installation in the
U.S. Ambassadors residence
and a four-artist show at Seoul
National University Museum
of Art.”
In Touch: the Expressive
Magic of Judith James runs
through March 19, at the New
Bedford Art Museum, 608
Pleasant St., New Bedford.
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Michael James on art, poetry
and the caregiving experience
In 2015 New Bedford native
Michael James — an internationally recognized textile artist
now based in Lincoln, Nebraska
— debuted a collection of new
works at the International Quilt
Study Center & Museum on the
University of Nebraska–Lincoln campus.
This collection of nontraditional quilts represented
his attempt, as a caregiver,
to negotiate the psychic and
emotional minefield that is the
dementia experience for those
suffering from diseases including Alzheimer’s, as well as for
their caregivers.These works
of quilt art flowed from James’s
struggle to come to terms with
his late artist wife’s diagnosis of
Alzheimer’s disease.
When Judith James, like her
husband an alumna of UMass
Dartmouth and herself a textile
artist, was diagnosed with
younger onset Alzheimer’s
disease in 2009, they felt that
the most difficult part was their
respective attempts to navigate an ocean of sadness and
hopelessness – individually,
and jointly.
“We felt that we were adrift
at sea with no rudder, no map,
and no shoreline in sight,”
James said.
As her disease and its symptoms progressed and she was
forced to give up her own studio
practice, his creative fire also
waned and at points seemed to
extinguish itself.
Over time it slowly returned.
“It didn’t happen overnight,”
James emphasizes, “but
eventually my studio practice
adapted itself to the new psychic rhythms and disruption of
my life as a primary caregiver.
“It finally offered me a way to
begin to find some perspective,
and some solace.”
During the last years of his
wife’s illness, James was able
to take advantage of the time
regained by the presence of
paid caregivers to address
the ambiguous grief and the
mounting losses that the disease
brought with it. He found,
through art making, a way to
come to terms with an illness
for which there is still no cure,
or effective treatment.
Recognized as one of the

If You Go
What: Lecture by quilt artist Michael James
When: 1 p.m. Saturday, March 4
Where: Star Store Campus, CVPA , 715 Purchase St. New Bedford
Tickets: $10 - Non-Members, free for NBAM/AW! members and UMass
Dartmouth folks with ID. Seating is limited, advance ticked purchase
suggested.
Information: newbedfordart.org/gallery-events

Michael James

What: Exhibit reception for Touch: The Expressive Magic of Judith
James
When: 2 to 4 p.m., Saturday, March 4
Where: New Bedford Art Museum/ArtWorks!, 608 Pleasant Street,
New Bedford
Information: newbedfordart.org

Michael
James’ “For
Now We See
Through a
Glass, Darkly”

founding leaders of the “art
quilt” or “studio quilt” movement, Michael James has
explored the quilt’s conceptual,
expressive and technical possibilities through a studio career
that has developed over a period
of more than 40 years.
To a degree unprecedented
in the field of textile art, James
has continuously experimented
with the quilt surface, constructing, de-constructing and
re-constructing it in ways that
have helped to shape the public’s perception of what a quilt
can be. His studio and commissioned works are included
in numerous museums and

private and corporate collections. Among these are the
Museum of Arts and Design in
New York, the Renwick Gallery
of the American Art Museum of
the Smithsonian Institution in
Washington, DC, the Baltimore Museum of Art, the Mint
Museum in Charlotte, North
Carolina, the Indianapolis
Museum of Art in Indiana, the
Racine Art Museum in Wisconsin, the Shelburne Museum in
Shelburne, Vermont, the Fuller
Craft Museum in Brockton, and
the International Quilt Study
Center & Museum at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln.
“A lifetime of art-making has

taught me that the creative process is very powerful,” James
said. “It’s really the foundation
of the notion that when life
gives us lemons, we can choose
to make lemonade. This is, in
effect, what I’ve done in my
most recent work, and I’m continuing to explore the emotional
terrain that grief and loss force
us to navigate.”
In his presentation James will
reflect on his years as a spousal caregiver and the value of
community in helping dementia
sufferers and their caregivers navigate the isolation and
hopelessness that come with an
Alzheimer’s diagnosis.
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Michael
James lecture
to precede
reception
To mark the opening of
the exhibit In Touch: The
Expressive Magic of Judith
James, her husband will
present a lecture beginning at 1 p.m. at the UMass
Dartmouth College of
Performing and Visual Arts
(CVPA).
Following the lecture,
attendees will take a short
walk to the New Bedford
Art Museum/Artworks!
To a reception marking the
opening of the exhibit.
Michael James, a
renowned quilt artist will
discuss the life and work of
Judith, who passed away
in 2015 after a battle with
early-onset dementia.
Born in Fall River Judith
James created works that
explored the topographies
of the American heartland
and improvised on the
patternings that human
industry plowed into the
earth’s surface.
"I am interested in
notions of place and how
human beings become intimate with the places they
occupy,” she wrote.
After receiving her master’s degree in 2000 she
maintained a studio in Lincoln and over the next seven
years created a distinctive
body of work that explored
a range of textile discharge
techniques derived from
diverse cultural traditions.
A diagnosis of younger
onset Alzheimer's disease
halted her studio practice
in 2010, and she died in
August 2015.
In Touch: The Expressive
Magic of Judith James is an
exhibition that showcases
James’ prolific years leading
up to her death.
The exhibit not only
houses 17 of James’ masterful fiber works but also
objects, materials and
personal collections from
Judith James’ studio. In
Touch brings the work of
the South Coast artist home
and offers an intimate look
into how well the artist
applied her unique sensibility to everything she
touched.
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NEW BEDFORD FIBER MONTH 2017

What’s happening during Fiber Art Month?
A rundown of some
of the events and
exhibits taking place
throughout the city as
part of Fiber Month
March 1 – 31: The community
is invited to be part of a public art
project with New Bedford Art
Museum ArtWorks! Come and
weave on hula hoops in front of
the Museum to create colorful
weavings to brighten downtown
New Bedford.
March 1 -19: Excellence in Laurie Carlson Steger, Anastasia Azure,
Fibers, an exhibition of selected and Suzi Ballenger, “Curtains of Aurora”
works from Fiber Art Now’s Library, 613 Pleasant Street and
print exhibition at New Bedford continues at New Bedford Art
Art Museum / ArtWorks!
Museum / ArtWorks! at 11am.
March 1 – 19: In Touch: the Advance registration required
Expressive Magic of Judith James online at www.newbedfordart.
on exhibit at New Bedford Art org or call 508-961-3072. SponMuseum/ ArtWorks!
sored by Mass Humanities and Attendees look over Heather Ujiie’s “Battle of the Sea Monsters” during a reception for the opening of the ExcelMarch 1-25: In celebration of Community Nurses.
lence in Fibers show held at the New Bedford Art Museum/Artworks on Pleasant St. in New Bedford. [DAVID W.
Fibers Month in New Bedford,
March 4: CVPA workshop OLIVEIRA/STANDARD-TIMES SPECIAL/SCMG]
Alison Wells Fine Art Gallery Nuno Felted Scarf Workshop
will be showcasing an exhibit with Anna Kristina Goransson
featuring the works of three Fiber 9AM-12PM Star Store Fibers
Artists: Pricilla Carrion, Carissa Studio, College of Visual and
Frazier and Diane Savona. Also, Performing Arts, 715 Purchase
macrame window installation by Street, New Bedford. Combining
Amy Grace Oliveira. Open hours silk gauze or cotton cheesecloth
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday 11 with merino wool, the students
a.m. to 3 p.m. and Wednesday will wet felt gorgeous scarves
and Saturday from noon to 5 p.m. that are lightweight and warm.
March 1: Once there were You will design your own scarf
mills... an exhibit of artifacts from and using soapy water and your
the Wamsutta Mills. Acorn Man- arm muscles, felt your scarf. It’s
agement, Fiber Month sponsor, easy, fun, and you’ll have a beauhas preserved a number of arti- tiful scarf to wear. Limit: 8 people
facts of the textile industry in Class Fee: $40 Material fee: $10
New Bedford that are on display
March 4: Lecture by Quilt
at New Bedford Art Museum/ Artist Michael James at 1pm.
ArtWorks! Opens March 1st.
James reflects on his and his late
March 3: Communicating wife Judith’s side by side studio Howland Village, created by William D. Howland, an idealist and philanthropist, who tried to bring beauty into the
Through Art: Engaging People practice, how each informed the lives of mill workers by creating housing “just like home.” As the head of the successful New Bedford Manufacturwith Alzheimer’s and Those other’s , and on how he used his ing Company, a yarn mill, Howland decided to build a second mill and provide worker housing as well as jobs on 150
Caring For Them Friday March own work to come to terms with acres in the South End.
3, 2017 9am to 12 noon. A free her illness and death. Lecture at
program for families and health CVPA, 715 Purchase Street, New
professionals providing care Bedford; sponsored by New Bedfor someone with dementia. ford Art Museum/ArtWorks!.
Join keynote speaker Michael Tickets available online at www.
James and panelists Dr. Anna newbedfordart.org. Seating is
Dempsey and Allison Cywin of limited, advance ticket purchase
UMass Dartmouth along with suggested.
Dee Brenner of the I’m Still Here
March 4: Public Reception at
Foundation as they lead an explo- 2pm for In Touch: The Expressive
ration of the impact of the illness Magic of Judith James. The exhion the person with dementia and bition showcases James’ prolific
the people who care for them and years leading up to her death. The
the role art can play in their lives. exhibit not only houses seventeen
Following the discussion, par- of James’ masterful fiber works
ticipants are invited to join us but also objects, materials and
for a networking reception and personal collections from Judith
to view an exhibition of Judith’s James’ studio. In Touch brings the
work. Program begins at 9am
SEE FIBER MONTH, H11 TL6 the Gallery is taking part if Fiber Month.
at the New Bedford Free Public
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FIBER MONTH
From Page H10

work of the South Coast artist
home and offers an intimate look
into how well the artist applied
her unique sensibility to everything she touched. New Bedford
Art Museum / ArtWorks! 608
Pleasant Street, New Bedford.
March 8: CVPA reception4 to
6 p.m., comments by the artists at 5 p.m. Women, Art and
Fibers: Contemporary Responses
to Abolition and the Journey
North Contemporary fiber arts
influenced by or linked to the
slave trade between New England
and the South. The exhibition,
guest curated by Laurie Carlson
Steger and Dr. Memory Holloway is held in conjunction with
International Women’s Month
and Fiber Arts Month March 8
- April 4, 2017 CVPA Campus
Gallery, main campus of UMass
Dartmouth at 285 Old Westport
Road, North Dartmouth.
March 9: AHA! All Sewn Up –
New Bedford’s free monthly art
& culture celebration is all about
fiber!
March 9: AHA! Opening
Reception, 5 to 8 p.m. Gallery 65
on William presents Hanging by Works by Fall River native Judith James will be on display at the New Bedford Art Museum/Artworks! [COURTESY PHOTO]
a Thread: Needle Work of Salley
Mavor. On exhibit February 28 April 1.
March 9:AHA! Opening reception, 5 p.m. to 9 p.m., Alison
Wells Fine Art Gallery showcasing an exhibit featuring the
works of three Fiber Artists:
Pricilla Carrion, Carissa Frazier
and Diane Savona, with a macrame window installation by
Amy Grace Oliveira. Open hours
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. and Wednesday
and Saturday from noon to 5 p.m.
March 9: AHA! Opening reception 5 to 8 p.m. Judith Klein
Gallery presents an installation “Yarn” the movie will be screened at the New Bedford Whaling National
made from yarns and webbings Historical Park Visitor Center. at 1 p.m. on March 25.
by Laurie Carlson Steger and
Judith Klein. Also hand painted Art Museum/ArtWorks! 608
jacket by Judith Klein and quilts pleasant Street in conjunction
by Sheila Oliveira. Judith Klein with Goldstein’s fiber installaArt Gallery, 127 W. Rodney tion Behind Open Doors.
French Blvd., door 31, New
March 11: Dyeing to Wear It
Bedford
with Rhonda M. Fazio of Dyer
March 9: AHA! Opening recep- Maker Studio. 3 to 6 p.m. Dye
tion at TL6 the Gallery featuring your own silk scarf at Travessia
artist Jocelyn Souto. Jocelyn is a Urban Winery 760 Purchase St.
seamstress, she makes high qual- New Bedford, MA. Tickets $45,
ity hand bags, pillows, clothes, available at Travessia.
and custom costumes. She also
March 23 and 30: Weaving Michael James
teaches basic sewing classes for on a rigid heddle loom. 6 to 9
adults. We will have her work p.m. Workshop with Lisa Elliott Historical Park Visitor Center. 1
on display through the month of at New Bedford Art Museum/ p.m. New Bedford Art Museum
March.
ArtWorks!. Visit www.newbed- /ArtWorks! brings this trending
contemporary film about yarn to
March 9: AHA! Panel discus- fordart.org to register.
sion with quilt artist Brooke
March 25: “Yarn” the movie New Bedford. Free admission.
Erin Goldstein and artist Pat will be screened at the New
Falco at 6 p.m. at New Bedford Bedford Whaling National Updates to this list will be posted
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National ﬁber art magazine’s exhibit comes to life
NEW BEDFORD — Contemporary fiber art is not
your grandmother’s crocheted afghan.
Excellence in Fibers, an
exhibition of selected works
drawn from the second
annual international juried
print exhibition published
by Fiber Art Now magazine,
presents some of the most
exciting and innovative work
being done today in the world
of contemporary fiber art.
The show, up at New
Bedford Art Museum / ArtWorks! through March 19, is
FAN’s first venture into presenting their print exhibition
in a real-world venue.
Fiber Art Now received
submissions from artists
around the world in response
to the call for entries. The
prestigious panel of jurors
were: Emily Zilber, Curator, MFA Boston; Gerhardt
Knodel and Norma Minkowitz, both internationally
recognized fiber artists and
icons in the field of fiber; and
Melissa Leventon, principal
of Curatrix Group Museum
Consultants and a former
curator at the Fine Arts
Museums of San Francisco.
Of the over 50 works in
the print exhibition, 31 were
selected for the show at
NBAM/AW.
Excellence in Fibers runs
the gamut from established
artists to newcomers; from
traditional age-old basket
weaving techniques to digital
manipulation and printing;
from familiar sewing and
quilt making to laser cutting
techniques.
Within the broad category
of fiber, the show includes
weaving, sewing, applique,
embroidery, basket making,
sculpture, crochet, felting,
screen printing, joomchi and
knotting.
As part of the print exhibition, special awards were
given and several of those are
in this show.
Nicole Benner’s Comfort/
Confine is a large work of
crocheted copper wire that
becomes a performance piece
when donned by a wearer.
Named as the Paul J. Smith
Award for Excellence in Fiber
winner, Benner’s work is a
thought-provoking piece on
the effects of chronic pain.
“In Comfort/Confine, I
utilize the copper yarn as

Autumn Glow, by Pat A. Burns-Wendland, handwoven silk yarn, painted and
died. [COURTESY PHOTOS]

a reference to the nervous
system: an aspect of my
own chronic pain that can
be debilitating. Here the
body has defined mobility, only capable of reaching
where the textile allows,” the
artist stated in the exhibition issue of Fiber Art Now.
Benner hails from Marshall,
Missouri.
Joel Allen’s hand-wrapped,
tied and knotted work Hooked
on Svelte was named the
winner in the installation
category. A series of large
mixed media pendants are
suspended from the ceiling
creating a fun, textured and
colorful display 12 feet long
by this Steamboat Springs,
Colorado, artist.
At the other end of the size
spectrum, at only 17 inches
in height, is Massachusetts
artist Lois Russel’s NZ, a
little jewel of twined waxed
linen thread — and winner in
the Vessel Forms/Basketry
category.
The Nigerian Riot Girl, by
artist Jacky M. Puzey of the
United Kingdom, is one of the
international submissions.
Employing a tour de force of
fiber techniques, this winner
of the Wearables Award is
an intricate couture dress
designed and constructed by
the artist that dazzles with a
complex mix of materials.
In the Wall/Floor Works
category artist Heather Ujiie

of Langhorne, Pennsylvania
was named the winner for
her textile mural consisting
of five panels that together
are 126 inches by 250 inches.
Battle of the Sea Monsters
was originally hand drawn in
markers, pen and ink, then
scanned at high resolution,
digitally manipulated and
printed on canvas. Vibrantly
colored, the work is an
intense mass of men, women
and other creatures waging
a ferocious battle on a lemon
colored sea.
The complete list of artists
also includes David Bacharach, Pat Hickman, Pat
Burns-Wendland, Pat Busby,
Anna Carlson, Deborah
Corsini, Ania Gilmore, Anna
Kristina Goransson, Meredith Grimsley, Henry Hallett,
Patricia Kennedy-Zafred,
Jean Koon, Mariko Kusumoto, Jeannet Leendertse,
Dorothy McGuinness, Alicia
Merrett, Elizabeth Odiorne,
Kathryn Rousso, Chloe Sachs,
Diane Savona, Deloss Webber
and Wendy Weiss.
The opening reception
for Excellence in Fibers was
held Sunday Jan. 29. Marcia
Young, editor-in-chief of
Fiber Art Now, along with a
number of the artists, were
scheduled to be on hand.
Workshops by well-known
fiber artists Elin Noble and
Jeanne Flanagan were also
offered in New Bedford the

NZ, by Lois Russell, waxed linen thread, twining.

Battle of the Sea Monsters, by Heather Ujiie, micron markers, pen and ink/
wash on watercolor paper, polyester canvas and copper rods; hand drawn,
scanned and digitally manipulated and printed on canvas.

preceding day.
For further information contact the Museum at
508-961-3072 or visit www.
NewBedfordArt.org.
New Bedford Art Museum/
ArtWorks! is located at
608 Pleasant Street, New

Bedford. Gallery hours are
Wednesday through Sunday
noon to 5 p.m.; open every
Thursday until 9 p.m.
Editor’s Note: this article
originally appeared in the Jan.
19 edition of Coastin’.
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ART BEAT

Truth, beauty and the threads that tie them together
EDITOR’S NOTE: This article
originally appeared in the Feb.
2 edition of Coastin’.

P

utting aside the exception of the little white
lie, usually a harmless
fib or a diplomatic feign, a liar
DON WILKINSON
engages in untruths cut out of
whole cloth, creating fabrications with intent to deceive,
“A tournament of lies.
for ignoble and often selfish
Offer me solutions, offer
reasons.
He rejects the authority of the me alternatives. And I
decline. It’s the end of the
truth, or simply ignores it for it
matters not to him. He replaces world as we know it…”
the truth with what was once
— R.E.M.
politely referred to as “BS.”
In contemporary parlance, BS
transfers to depict a brothis known as alternative facts.
erhood of Pennsylvania
To paraphrase Picasso, art
steelworkers of a certain era and
(too) can be a lie. But it is the
attitude. Their faces are etched
lie that makes us realize the
truth. The artist cannot save the with lifetimes of hard work and
world, but can bolster the spirit. determination.
Diane Savona’s “Kiosk” is
And in the cold of early February in a tumultuous time of ugly an eight foot tall cylindrical
column of salvaged clothing,
political decisions that shred
3D letters, used computer parts
the very fabric of what many
and other items. The proconsider the American dream
vocative structure-sculpture
and way of life, art can offer
is riddled with bits of text
solace and rejuvenation.
reading lines as simple as “mar“Excellence in Fibers,” the
first major exhibition of 2017 at ital status, dob, blood type,
Detail of “Battle of the Sa Monsters” by Heather Ujiie.
the New Bedford Art Museum/ mother’s maiden name, work
history,
emergency
contact
ArtWorks! and cosponsored by
the periodical Fiber Art Now, is information…” It is a telling
indictment of the privacy we
the blockbuster show that we
have surrendered as a society.
need at this very moment.
A semi-elegant primarily
Veracities are revealed in
black dress, made from materisome of the work by conals including feathers, goat fur
fronting political injustices
directly, or making sharp social and porcupine quills, by Jacky
M. Puzey is a visceral (and
observations.
fashionable) response to the
Other works celebrate the
kidnapping of the Chibok girls
undeniable truth that beauty
by Boko Haram in Nigeria. It is
exists and cannot be denied,
emblazoned with the demand
ignored or substituted. In
to “Bring Back Our Girls.” It is
perfect forms, with respect to
called “The Nigerian Riot Girl,”
color, composition, construction, craftsmanship and clarity, and the very title conjures a
spiritual connection to both
the truth reveals itself. And in
Detail of “Steel Town: First Shift” by
Riot Grrrl, a third-wave femitruth, one finds courage and
Patricia Kennedy-Zafred.
nist
movement
that
originated
strength.
Spy vs. Spy” by Dorothy McGuinness.
in Olympia, Washington, and to of truth.
In a time when much lip
One particularly strong
its own truths.
service is paid to “job creation.” the feminist Russian punk band
Pussy Riot, a thorn in the side of work is Heather Ujiie’s “Battle
Also of note: Alicia Merrett’s
Patricia Kennedy-Zafred’s
Vladimir Putin.
of the Sea Monsters,” a
vibrant “Port at Dusk Dip“Steel Town: First Shift” is a
A flag-like handwoven wall
digitally printed series of five
tych,” Jean P. Koon’s metallic
refreshing reminder that what
hanging by Wendy Weiss has
polyester canvases depictpedestal-mounted “Steam
made America great the first
the word “Resist” on it. Coning upheaval between ocean
Punk Pine,” Dorothy McGuintime around was a workforce
sidering that the work was done nymphs and sea hags, sirens
ness’ homage to comic strip
that organized and unionized,
in 2015, it leads to a suspicion
and serpents, winged horses
characters from Mad magazine
lifting poor laborers to the
that Weiss is precognitive.
and hornblowers. A warrior
called “Spy vs. Spy,” and Nicole
middle class.
Far less overtly political are wields a trident, the weapon
Benner’s “Comfort /ConHer handsome twomany of the works that still
of choice for discriminating
fine,” a dress of copper colored
segmented fabric work uses
resonate with the distinction
sea gods. Mythology emanates yarn, that covers a mannequin
photo-serigraphy and image

Detail of “Kiosk” by Diane Savona.

Detail of “The Nigerian Riot Girl” by
Jacky M. Puzey.

from her scalp to feet and well
beyond, oozing wonderfully out
across the floor.
“Excellence in Fibers” will be
on display at the New Bedford
Art Museum / ArtWorks!, 608
Pleasant Street until March 19.
Don Wilkinson is an art writer
and critic living in New Bedford.
Contact him at don.wilkinson@
gmail.com.
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The fabric of a community: How textiles built New Bedford
By Peggi Medeiros
Contributing Writer

It was the boom which
followed the boom. First the
whaling industry put New Bedford on the global map.
Then came textiles.
New Bedford’s 70 textile
mills made it the richest city
per person in the world — for a
second time after whaling.
The first mill was Joseph
Rotch’s silk mill on Eighth
Street and Mechanics Lane. It
was already operating by 1835
when Fessenden’s Silk Manual
wrote “we believe while in the
same village it is printed the
factory of Joseph Rotch is turning out goods equal to the best
Italian.”
It failed quickly.
Samuel Rodman, Jr tried the
next mill.
In 1845 the New Bedford
Steam Manufacturing Company was set up as a cotton
mill on Rodman’s wharf. There
wasn’t enough money, and
Rodman complained in his
diary about unruly workers. It
too failed and the looms were
sold off to Quakers in Shirley
Massachusetts.
The third try was the charm
with the Wamsutta Mill,
founded by cousins Abraham
Howland Jr. and Congressman
Joseph Grinnell in 1846.
Children working in the textile in Fall River, MA. [COURTESY SPINNER PUBLICATIONS]
But success wasn’t quick.
The mill took a while to get up
and running. Historian Henry
H. Crapo noted in a 1937 Old
Dartmouth Historical Society
Sketch, “The public opinion
of New Bedford was strongly
against ‘corporations’ of any
kind. The mechanics were
especially against a ‘factory’
because organized and disciplined labor and longer hours of
mill work were inimical to the
labor interests.”
The first Wamsutta was
a granite block mill, which
opened in 1848. It was of New
Bedford’s few granite mills.
Later structures were solidly
constructed of brick. Eventually Lewis Hines’ photos from New Bedford brought awareness to the plight of
there were eight mills that made children working in textile mills in 1911. [LIBRARY OF CONGRESS PHOTO]
A textile mill working all night in New Bedford in this photo taken for the
up the Wamsutta complex with
Farm Security Administration by Jack Delano in January 1941. [LIBRARY OF
236,000 spindles and 7,300
workers who staffed the mills.
conveniently close to the mill.
CONGRESS PHOTO]
looms.
Despite wars, strike, failures
The brick double houses were
It was one of the largest
and suicides, the mills kept
on North Front Street between
cotton mills in New Bedford
having 3,594,138 spindles,
Sharp and Whitman.
Hicks and Logan Streets. Wam- rising.
and Wamsutta had the reputa- sutta also built tenements for
5,679 looms, and employing
What the names and the
Crapo told his audience, “At
tion of turning out some of the
41,380 operatives.”
statistics leave out are the
the height of the prosperity of
their workers.
finest cotton sheeting in the
Many of the mills were
workers and most specifically
our cotton industry, about the
Eventually New Bedford
United States.
named for owners — Booth,
the children.
year 1920, there were in New
would become a city of teneBy 1848 the mill was conButler, Grinnell, Howland,
Bedford, 28 cotton establishment housing for the French,
structing worker housing
Hathaway, Killburn, Rotch,
Portuguese, Italian and English ments, operating 70 mills,
SEE TEXTILES, H15
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ABOVE: Fall River; June 21,
1916. King Philip Spool and
Warping Department. Warper
— Young girls sometimes assist.
Sometimes a tyer-in comes
form her position behind the
rack and helps the warper.
LEFT: Textile workers Fannie
Whitworth, foreground, and
Evelyn Coi in the back at Kilburn
Mill, 1954, in New Bedford.
FAR LEFT: Textile worker
Diolinda Baroa in New Bedford,
in 1945
[PHOTOS COURTESY SPINNER
PUBLICATIONS]

TEXTILES
From Page H14

Between August 1911 and
January 1912, Lewis Hine
explored New Bedford from
the south end to the north
end, photographing children on their neighborhood
streets, in their three-decker

homes and, most importantly, in the textile mills
where they labored.
Hine took careful notes:
“Slovenly kitchen living
room of Alfred Benoit, 191 N.
Front St., a sweeper in Bennett Mill; has been there for
two months. Mother works
in the same mill; father is a
canvasser Location: New

Bedford, Massachusetts,
January 1912.
“Joe Mello, 62 Grinnel
St. Appeared about eight or
nine: could not speak English
except to tell us that he was a
sweeper in the spinning room
(two other boys confirmed
this); watched him go in at
noon and come out at 6 p.m.
on Aug. 21, 1911.”

By allowing their stories to
be told, the children of New
Bedford had a hand in slowly
contributing to the passage of
child labor laws. In September
1913 in Massachusetts their
hours were cut from 10 hours
a day to eight.
In 1928, New Bedford textile
workers went on strike.
It was the longest and

perhaps most bitter of a long
line of confrontations with
mill owners.
One year later the stock
market crashed and the Great
Depression began. Even with
increased work during World
War II, New Bedford textile
mills died one by one, moving
to the cheaper South or closing altogether.

H16
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Exhibit at the RJD focuses on Quaker clothing
UMD presenting Women, Art and
Fibers: Contemporary Responses
to Abolition and Journey North
The Rotch-Jones-Duff
House and Garden Museum
invites the public to the opening reception of an exhibit of
Quaker clothing in the Upstairs
Galleries on Thursday, March
9 from 5 to 6:30 p.m.
The objects are part of the
museum’s costume collection from the Quaker Tucker/
Gidley family, whose descendants still reside in nearby
Dartmouth today. Several
dresses on display are on loan
from the New Bedford Whaling Museum and the Westport
Historical Society, as well.
The clothing in the TuckerGidley Collection includes
gowns, bonnets, inner bonnets and caps, scarves, shoes
and assorted accessories.
The simple but elegant
objects in the exhibit provide a rich visual backdrop
to explore defining tenets of
Quaker beliefs, including simplicity, abolition, activism and
pacifism.

The exhibit runs through
May 15.
A concurrent exhibition
at UMASS Dartmouth entitled Women, Art and Fibers:
Contemporary Responses to
Abolition and Journey North
offers a display of contemporary works influenced or linked
to the slave trade between New

England and the South. Stories
of slavery have influenced the
works of these artists, who
stand in solidarity with the
philosophies of Black Lives

Matter. The exhibition is held
in conjunction with International Women’s Month and
Fiber Arts Month. Laurie Carlson Steger and Dr. Memory

Holloway are guest curators.
This exhibition, with work
by 15 fiber artists from across
the nation, will also feature
historic garments from the
Rotch-Jones Duff House and
Garden Museum as well as a
story quilt from the New Bedford Historical Society.
The selected works respond
to local Quaker and abolitionist
histories, and stories of enslaved
people who escaped via the
Underground Railroad, often
passing through New Bedford.
Traditional textile techniques
and materials matched with new
methods and expressions create
artworks of compelling solidarity and stature uniting a diverse
community.
The Rotch-Jones-Duff
House & Garden Museum was
built in 1834 for whaling merchant William Rotch Jr. This
Greek Revival mansion, located
on a full city block of formal
gardens, is a National Historic
Landmark and is located at 396
County Street.
It is open Monday through
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. and on Sunday from noon
to 4 p.m. For additional information, call 508-997-1401 or
visit www.rjdmuseum.org.

Upcoming book aims to
promote SouthCoast textiles
FALL RIVER — Kelsey Garcia,
of K. Garcia Productions, is
working on a book in the style of
a magazine to promote the textile industry in the South Coast.
Garcia is a senior at UMass
Dartmouth and alumna at Bristol Community College, and
started K. Garcia Productions
in April of 2012, her senior year
of high school, with the goal
to help other businesses with
photography.
SouthCoast Style was an
idea put in place after the Love
Where You Live SouthCoast
art gallery night received a
lot of attention, and positive
feedback.
It will feature various
designers and manufacturers
throughout the South Coast

to show everyone that manufacturing and fashion design is
present in the South Coast.
Every photo in the magazine
is taken by Garcia, but will feature writing from style bloggers
from the South Coast.
SouthCoast Style is still on
the lookout for designers of
clothing and accessories to
promote as well as sponsors to
make it possible. The book has
a release date of July 25, and will
feature various local celebrities
as models in the magazine.
The goal of SouthCoast Style
is to put SouthCoast Massachusetts on the map in the
fashion world and show that
textiles were not just the history of the area but can be the
future as well.
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